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Anti-Zeno effect in parametric down-conversion

A. Luis and L. L. Sa´nchez-Soto
Departamento de O´ ptica, Facultad de Ciencias Fı´sicas, Universidad Complutense, 28040 Madrid, Spain

~Received 5 August 1997!

Two examples are presented where the observation of the emission in parametric down-conversion leads to
its enhancement instead of its inhibition. The improvement is analyzed in terms of the quantum features of the
observation.@S1050-2947~98!04702-7#

PACS number~s!: 03.65.Bz, 42.50.Dv
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I. INTRODUCTION

The observation of a dynamical system can affect its e
lution, especially in quantum theory. One of the con
quences of this influence can be the inhibition of the isola
evolution of the system when its observation is attemp
@1#. This is called the Zeno effect. The observation is usua
described by repeated measurements performed in ord
discover whether the initial state has changed or not@2#. In
the limit of very frequent measurements it may happen t
the system is locked in its initial state and the evolutio
which was the aim of the observation, is in fact inhibite
This has been studied in a variety of processes such
atomic transitions@3#, double-well potentials@4#, and neu-
tron spin dynamics@5#.

In the first derivation of the Zeno effect, the stat
reduction postulate was used@1#. Since then, other purely
dynamical approaches have been presented@4–6#. To ob-
serve the evolution of a system its coupling with a measur
apparatus is necessary. This usually implies its interac
with other degrees of freedom, although sometimes me
ingful information can be obtained by some subtle modifi
tions. In principle, this coupling disturbs the observed s
tem. This dynamical stage of a measurement process app
to be enough to account for the Zeno effect. It occurs ir
spective of whether the measurement is finally carried ou
not: it is sufficient that it could be made.

In a purely dynamical explanation of the Zeno effect t
inhibition of the original evolution is not a mandatory co
sequence. This opens the possibility of arranging the ob
vation in order to enhance it, which may be called the a
Zeno effect. This can be achieved by combining tw
opposite effects on the system. For instance, we can dis
previously the system so that the observation cancels the
impediment. The original dynamics would effectively occ
at the same time it is observed, so the usual form of the Z
effect would be avoided. Examples of evolution controll
by observation are known@7#.

We might expect that if the observation is actually effe
tive, the original evolution will not be recovered complete
Even in this case, it would be interesting to examine the li
of proximity to the original evolution and the way it depen
on the quantum details of the observation.

Here we will examine these questions by using two
amples of the Zeno effect in parametric down-conversi
The process under observation is the simultaneous emis
of a pair of photons~twin photons! by spontaneous parame
571050-2947/98/57~2!/781~7!/$15.00
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ric down-conversion in a nonlinear crystal. One of the em
ted photons is evidence of the emission of the other. This
be used so as to infer when the emission of the other pho
has taken place.

It has been shown that this leads to the inhibition of em
sion in modes satisfying conditions of perfect phase mat
ing @8#. Here we will focus on those modes for which th
emission is originally impeded by the phase mismatchi
We will study whether the emission in these modes is i
proved by the modifications that make possible the obse
tion. The degree of enhancement and the way it depend
the quantum character of the process will be examined
well.

In Sec. II we will briefly recall the isolated or unobserve
parametric down-conversion together with a scheme to in
the moment of emission. This is the slicing of the crystal in
a given number of pieces. In Sec. III we will consider a Ke
interaction coupling one of the down-converted modes w
an auxiliary beam carrying the information concerning t
moment of emission.

II. OBSERVATION OF THE EMISSION BY DETECTION
OF THE TWIN PHOTON

First we will briefly recall the isolated or unobserved d
namics of the spontaneous parametric down-conversion~Fig.
1!. A nonlinear crystal of lengthL is pumped by a strong
classical, and coherent field to produce pairs of twin phot
in signal,as , and idler,ai , modes that are in vacuum befor
entering the crystal.

Since we are interested in field modes originally inhibit
by the phase mismatch, we consider an appropriate m
selection performed by suitably placing filters and d

FIG. 1. Outline of a parametric down-conversion scheme wit
crystal of lengthL, showing the inputas , ai and outputas8 , ai8
complex amplitude operators for the signal and idler fields. Bea
have been represented parallel for simplicity.
781 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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782 57A. LUIS AND L. L. SÁNCHEZ-SOTO
phragms. We assume that the modes selected satisfy
frequency-resonance conditionvp5vs1v i , wherevp , vs ,
and v i are the frequencies of the pump, signal, and id
beams, respectively. We consider as well that the mode
lection is so arranged that the dominant contribution is giv
by a pair of modes satisfying a perfect phase matching in
X and Y directions (Dkx5Dky50) but having some mis
match in theZ direction Dkz5kp,z2ks,z2ki ,z where Dk
5kp2ks2k i andkp , ks , andk i are the corresponding wav
vectors.

Assuming that we can neglect the pump depletion,
slowly varying complex amplitudes of the signal and id
beams satisfy the equations@9#

das

dz
52 ixe2 iDkzzai

†,
dai

dz
52 ixe2 iDkzzas

† , ~2.1!

wherex is a coupling parameter depending on the pump
field and the nonlinear characteristics of the medium. T
parametric process is conveniently described by the effec
interaction Hamiltonian@10#

H5\g~as
†ai

†e2 idVt1asaie
idVt!, ~2.2!

whereg, assumed to be real, is a constant proportional tox.
The parameterdV and the effective interaction time in th
crystalt are given by

dVt5DkzL. ~2.3!

We will consider also the short-time regimegt!1.
To first order ingt, the output complex amplitude of th

signal modeas8 is related to the input ones by

as8.as2 igt
sin~dVt/2!

dVt/2
e2 idVt/2ai

† . ~2.4!

The initial field state will be always the vacuum in bo
modes. The first-order approximation ingt means that the
probability of emission of more than one pair of twin ph
tons is negligible. The probability of finding one output si
nal photon is

P.~gt!2Fsin~dVt/2!

dVt/2 G2

. ~2.5!

This expression reflects the impediment of down-convers
by phase mismatch. Maximum emissionPmax.(gt)2 occurs
provideddV50.

The emission of the signal photon is always accompan
by the emission of a twin photon in the idler mode. T
entangled nature of this photon pair has been utilized hith
in a number of fundamental experiments in quantum op
@11#. In our context, it serves to detect the emission of
signal photon without apparently disturbing or interrupti
the signal path within the crystal.

In this section we study a first and simple implementat
of this possibility, which is schematized in Fig. 2. The orig
nal crystal is divided intoN identical pieces of lengthdL
5L/N ~the associated interaction time in each piece be
dt5t/N). To simplify the analysis as far as possible, we c
assume that the signal beams of consecutive slices are
the
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fectly superimposed and aligned. Assuming that reflecti
or any other disturbance of the signal beam are negligi
the signal path after the slicing is indistinguishable from t
original one in the full crystal of Fig. 1. On the other han
the idler beams after each slab are removed by mirrors
replaced by different input fields in vacuum. Detectors co
be placed at the output idler paths to detect the emission
the idler photon is detected after one of the pieces we
infer that the signal photon has been emitted somewh
within the same piece. In this way, the moment of emiss
of the signal photon can be inferred with an accuracy of
order ofR5t/dt5N.

If photons were emitted according to classical probab
ties, this detection should not affect the emission itself,
cause the signal photon has already been generated. H
ever, in a quantum process probability amplitudes are m
relevant than probabilities. Next we examine the way t
arrangement modifies the emission. Since a different vacu
mode is at the idler input of each piece, the total input-out
relation results from the consecutive application ofN trans-
formations of the form~2.4! with dt instead oft and a new
input idler modeai ,m each time. The output signal comple
amplitudeãs8 is

ãs8.as2 igdt
sin~dVdt/2!

dVdt/2
e2 idVdt/2(

m51

N

ai ,m
† , ~2.6!

where, for simplicity, we have dismissed the free propa
tion between pieces. The probability of emission of the s
nal photon becomes now

P̃.~gt!2
1

NFsin~dVt/2N!

dVt/2N G2

, ~2.7!

which can be compared with the probability of the isolat
or unobserved situation in Eq.~2.5!. In Fig. 3~a! we have
representedP̃/Pmax as a function ofdVt andN.

In Eq. ~2.7! we can notice the competition of two differen
effects. In the first place, there is a term 1/N that tends to
decrease the emission irrespective of the phase misma
This inhibition is stronger asN increases, i.e., when increa
ing the accuracy of the observation. This is the only con
bution whendV50, and is the form of the Zeno effec
which results from the first-order treatment ingt performed
here.

FIG. 2. Modified scheme to infer the moment of emission a
consisting ofN crystals of lengthdL5L/N. After each piece the

output idler beamsã i ,k8 are removed by mirrors inserted in the idle
path and replaced by different input idler fieldsai ,k in vacuum.
Beams have been represented parallel for simplicity.
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57 783ANTI-ZENO EFFECT IN PARAMETRIC DOWN-CONVERSION
Besides, there is a second effect that influences in
opposite direction. The slicing of the crystal increases
emission in such a way that the term in square brackets te
to one asN increases.

In the limit of high enoughN, the term 1/N will prevail.
But before reaching this limit the question arises as
whether the combination of these two effects improves
emission in comparison with Eq.~2.5!. In such a case, i
would be interesting to examine the value of the maxim
emission that can be reached.

WhenN is varied in Eq.~2.7!, the emission is maximum
or minimum when

tan
dVt

2N
5

dVt

N
. ~2.8!

Among the solutions of this equation, maximum occu
when

Nmax5
1

2.331
dVt, ~2.9!

which, more properly, should be understood as the nea
integer to this quantity. The maximum emission is

FIG. 3. ~a! Probability of emissionP̃/Pmax after slicing the crys-
tal as a function ofdVt andN. ~b! Quotient between the probabi

ity of emissionP̃ after slicing the crystal and the probabilityP of
the unsliced case as a function of the numberN of pieces for
dVt515.
e
e
ds

o
e

s

st

P̃max.~gt!2
1.449

dVt
5~gt!2

0.622

Nmax
5~gt!2

0.622

R
.

~2.10!

We can observe that this value is greater thanP. This is
becauseP is proportional to 1/(dVt)2 while P̃max is propor-
tional to 1/(dVt). Even in the case when sin(dVt/2).1 we
have

P̃max

P
.dVt.Nmax5R. ~2.11!

The improvement is as large as the phase mismatch. In
3~b! we have representedP̃/P as a function ofN for dVt

515. Maximum occurs for Nmax56, giving P̃max

.0.096(gt)2 while P.0.016(gt)2, so P̃max/P.6. For N

.Nmax it can be appreciated thatP̃ scales as 1/N.
The disturbance introduced in order to make possible

observation can effectively remove the mismatch, with
corresponding enhancement of the emission. This can
seen by comparingP̃max with the probability of emission in
modes with perfect phase matching. IfdV50 in Eq. ~2.7!,
we haveP̃.(gt)2/R, which, except for the numerical facto
coincides withP̃max in Eq. ~2.10!.

This behavior can be understood in quantum terms if
regard the probability of emission as the result of the int
ference of probability amplitudes. The emission in the uno
served case results from the coherent superposition of p
ability amplitudes originated in each part of the crystal. Th
are coherent as long as they can be regarded as being s
lated by the same input vacuum that imparts phase corr
tions between them@8,12#. Due to the mismatch, this inter
ference is partially or completely destructive depending
dVt. After interruptingN times the idler mode, the prob
ability amplitudes from each piece are mutually incoher
since they are stimulated by different vacuum modes. W
N,Nmax, this loss of coherence prevents destructive int
ference and the probability of emission increases. WhenN is
close toNmax the slicing of the crystal has almost complete
removed the mismatch. But the mutual incoherence of thN
emitters prevents any kind of constructive interference a
the maximum emissionP̃max is always less thanPmax. When
N.Nmax the induced incoherence continues and the pr
ability of emission decreases as 1/N.

A classical analog of this quantum interference can
found in Fraunhofer diffraction, provided that probabili
amplitudes are translated into field amplitudes and pro
bility of emission into intensity of the diffraction pattern
Equation ~2.5! describes the diffraction by a slit of width
L illuminated by a plane wave, whereDkz represents the
position in the pattern relative to its maximum atDkz50.
Equation ~2.7! is the diffraction pattern ofN slits of
width dL5L/N illuminated by mutually incoheren
plane waves of the same amplitude. In this analogy we h
the same competition between destructive interference
incoherence.
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III. OBSERVATION OF THE EMISSION BY KERR
INTERACTION

Although the previous slicing of the crystal provides
clear illustration of the phenomenon, it might be regarded
a crude realization of the observation that demands se
assumptions. In this section we consider another sch
where the observation is controlled by an auxiliary fie
This will illustrate the relevant features of the phenomen
without further simplifying assumptions.

We shall assume that within the crystal there is a K
interaction between the idler mode and an auxiliary fi
modeb. This coupling can be conveniently described by t
effective interaction Hamiltonian

H̃5\g~as
†ai

†e2 idVt1asaie
idVt!1\kai

†aib
†b. ~3.1!

Due to the Kerr interaction, the fieldb will experience a
phase change proportional to the length covered by the i
photon from it has been emitted until it leaves the crys
Equivalently, the phase change is proportional to the ti
spent by the idler photon in the crystal. The moment of em
sion, or the region of the crystal where the emission
taken place, can be inferred by a phase-dependent mea
ment, like homodyne detection for example, of the out
field in modeb.

Although the signal mode does not interact directly w
the modeb, this arrangement also modifies the emission.
the short-time regimegt!1, the input-output relation is

ãs8.as2 igt
sin@~kb†b2dV!t/2#

~kb†b2dV!t/2
ei ~kb†b2dV!t/2ai

† .

~3.2!

When the input idler and signal modes are in vacuum,
probability of emission of the signal photon is

P̃.~gt!2^cu H sin@~kb†b2dV!t/2#

~kb†b2dV!t/2
J 2

uc&

5~gt!2(
n50

` H sin@~kn2dV!t/2#

~kn2dV!t/2 J 2

Pc~n!, ~3.3!

where uc& is the input field state in modeb and Pc(n) its
photon-number distribution.

We can observe in Eq.~3.3! that the coupling of the ob
servation arrangement with the observed system has the
of a mismatch that depends on the photon numberb†b. This
will modify the original distribution of the emission betwee
modes established by the original mismatchDkz . This new
balance will increase the emission in modes previously
peded. As in the previous section, we will focus on mod
inhibited by the original phase mismatch, which can be
lected by properly arranging filters and pinholes.

The probability of emission and the performance
the observation strongly depend on the field stateuc&.
To understand how emission and observation are contro
by uc&, let us assume momentarily that the field mo
b could be described classically with nonfluctuating inte
sity and phase. From Eq.~3.3!, we can see that a suitab
choice of the intensity would cancel completely the effe
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of the mismatch, achieving the maximum emissi
Pmax allowed by the original nonlinear interaction. O
the other hand, if there were no phase fluctuations,
moment of emission would be inferred with arbitra
accuracy.

In the quantum case, phase and number fluctuations
vent reaching these two goals simultaneously. A measur
the uncertainty in the phase-change estimation after a si
observation can be given by the phase dispersionDf in the
state uc& @13#. Under appropriate conditions for a releva
phase estimation,Df and the photon-number uncertaintyDn
satisfy the relationDfDn>1/2 @14#. As in Sec. II, the prob-
ability of emission results from the competition of two o
posite effects: precise cancellation of the mismatch and re
lution of the observation, although the underlying quantu
mechanism is slightly different.

Precise cancellation of the mismatch requires smallDn
around an optimum value of the mean photon number, bu
such a case the measurement will provide no informat
because of the large phase uncertainty. For example,
occurs when the input state in modeb is a number stateun&.
If ktn.dVt then P̃.(gt)2, and the emission takes it
maximum value. However, as a matter of fact, there is
observation at all because number states have comple
random phase, and so no phase change can be detected
versa, a relevant inference of the moment of emission
quires large photon-number fluctuations but, as can be s
in Eq. ~3.3!, largeDn will prevent a precise cancellation o
the mismatch.

We can see that the phase-number uncertainty rela
is translated into a complementarity between the pro
bility of emission and the capability of determining whe
emission occurs. The initial state of the fielduc& establishes
a particular balance between these two complemen
quantities.

In what follows we look for a quantitative formulatio
of these points. We assume thatuc& is appropriate for
inferring the moment of emission. The phase changef
that would experience the stateuc& is of the order of
kt, which can be considered as a small number. The res
tion in the phase change isR5f/Df5t/dt<2ktDn. A
meaningful observation requires largeDn and, accordingly,
the mean photon numbern̄ has to be large enough. Unde
these conditions we will examine whether the emiss
improves.

To this end, we have to evaluate Eq.~3.3!, looking for its
maximum under the previous conditions. First, we transfo
Eq. ~3.3! into another expression more suited for calculatio
It can be checked that

P̃.~gt!2(
n50

` H sin@~kn2dV!t/2#

~kn2dV!t/2 J 2

Pc~n!

5~gt!2E
21

1

dx~12uxu!e2 idVtxC~ktx!, ~3.4!

whereC(ktx) is the photon-number characteristic functio
@10#

C~ktx!5^cueiktxb†buc&. ~3.5!
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57 785ANTI-ZENO EFFECT IN PARAMETRIC DOWN-CONVERSION
If an accurate determination of the phase shift is desir
thenC(ktx) should be peaked aroundx50. This is because
the stateseiktxb†buc& are different enough for differentx and
will be easily distinguished by measurement. The quan
uC(f)u has been used to determine how accurately a ph
change in the stateuc& can be measured@15#.

To evaluate Eq.~3.4! we will assume a Gaussian fo
C(ktx). Although this is a particular case, we think it
representative enough, since it provides a useful approxi
tion for coherent as well as squeezed states of high inten
and moderate squeezing. According to the general rela
between photon-number characteristic function and cu
lants @10#, the form ofC(ktx) must be

C~ktx!.eikt n̄xe2~ktDn!2x2/2. ~3.6!

We have to compute

P̃.~gt!2E
21

1

dx~12uxu!ei ~kt n̄2dVt!xe2~ktDn!2x2/2.

~3.7!

For fixed Dn, maximum P̃ requires the equalitykt n̄
5dVt. This is the optimum value for the mean photon nu
ber that completely cancels the mismatch. In such a case
probability of emission depends only on the photon-num
fluctuations

P̃max.~gt!2E
21

1

dx~12uxu!e2~ktDn!2x2/2, ~3.8!

giving

P̃max.~gt!2H A2p

ktDn
erf~ktDn/A2!

1
2

~ktDn!2
@e2~ktDn!2/221#J , ~3.9!

where erf is the error function.
Meaningful resolution requires largektDn, so P̃max can

be properly replaced by

P̃max.~gt!2
A2p

ktDn
. ~3.10!

This is the maximum probability attainable under these c
ditions. We can assume that the input state is optimized
the sense thatDfDn.1/2. This means that for givenDf, it
has minimum photon-number fluctuations allowed by the
certainty relation and, therefore, it provides maximum em
sion for a given resolution. The equality in the uncertain
relation givesR.2ktDn and thenP̃max can be written as

P̃max.~gt!22
A2p

R
. ~3.11!

This means an effective improvement of emission. Ev
when in Eq.~2.5! sin(dVt/2);1, we have
d,
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-

n

P̃max

P
.dVt

n̄

Dn
.S n̄

Dn
D 2

R, ~3.12!

where the relationskt n̄5dVt and R.2dVtDn/ n̄ have
been used. The emission with observation is larger t
without observation by a factor at least of the order ofR.

Also in this scheme the enhancement of emission can
be arbitrary and is again limited by the resolution achiev
as shown in Eq.~3.11!.

These equations can serve to express quantitatively
previous discussion concerning complementarity betw
probability of emission and resolution. The upper bou
~3.11! means the following inequality:

RP̃<2A2pPmax. ~3.13!

The equality is reached whenkt n̄5dVt, which is the
translation to these quantities of the phase-number un
tainty relation, sinceR}1/Df and P̃}1/Dn.

These points may be illustrated by an example. We c
sider modes with a phase mismatchdVt515 andkt50.1.
The conditionkt n̄5dVt leads ton̄5150 as the mean pho
ton number providing maximum emission. SinceDn has to
be as large as possible, we consider as input state in mob
the squeezed state

uc&5eab†2a* bej* b22jb†2
u0&, ~3.14!

whereu0& is the vacuum. This state has

n̄5uau21sinh2r , ~3.15!

~Dn!25uau2~e22rcos2d1e2rsin2d!12sinh2rcosh2r ,

wherer 52uju andd5arg(a)2arg(j)/2. For example, when
n̄5150, r 51.5, and d5p/2, we haveDn554.5, ktDn
55.45, andR511. The number-phase uncertainty product
DfDn50.55, which is very close to the minimum 1/2. I
Fig. 4 we have represented the modulus of the phot
number characteristic function and its Gaussian approxi
tion for this example, showing that they are very similar. T
approximation~3.9! gives P̃max.0.3925(gt)2.

FIG. 4. Modulus of the photon-number characteristic functi

for a squeezed state withn̄5150, r 51.5, andd5p/2 ~solid line!
together with its Gaussian approximation~dashed line!.
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786 57A. LUIS AND L. L. SÁNCHEZ-SOTO
In Fig. 5 we have plottedP̃/P using a numerical calcula
tion of Eq.~3.3! as a function of the mean photon number
a squeezed state withr 51.5 andd5p/2. This figure has a
maximum for n̄.153, the maximum emission bein
0.3917(gt)2, that is 25 times larger than the probability
emission without observation. These values are very clos
those obtained by means of the approximations develo
here.

Finally, it is interesting to point out that the resolutio
achievable when maximum emission occurs is limited by
phase mismatch toR52dVtDn/ n̄ . This is because the
quantityDn/ n̄ cannot be much larger than 1, since the ph
ton number is bounded from below and thenDn and n̄ are
not independent. If we would replaceb†b by another field
variable not bounded from below, like field quadratures, th
Dn and n̄ would be replaced by truly independent variable
In such a caseR would not be bounded by the phase m
match.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The dynamics of an observation arrangement leads to
possibility of controlling the evolution of the observed sy

FIG. 5. Quotient between the probability of emissionP̃ in
the Kerr arrangement and the probabilityP of the unobserved
parametric down-conversion as a function of the mean photon n

ber n̄ of an initial squeezed state withr 51.5, dVt515, and
kt50.1.
ys
f

to
ed

e

-

n
.

he

tem. We have shown that there are situations where the
servation of emission in parametric down-conversion le
to its enhancement instead of its inhibition. In our exampl
the emission is initially impeded by the phase mismatch. O
of the effects of the observation is the removal of this i
pediment with the corresponding enhancement. But this
provement has to compete with other disturbances of qu
tum origin. Under appropriate conditions this competiti
leads to an upper limit.

Two schemes of observation have been analyzed. T
lead to similar results, although the underlying quantu
mechanisms are different. In the first example, the emiss
is finally limited by the incoherent superposition of probab
ity amplitudes. In the second example, the explanation
be found in the phase-number uncertainty relation.

Nevertheless, it is possible to account for both examp
simultaneously by means of a single argument, which
plains why the same result is obtained in very different
rangements. In the quantum domain, interference is a m
festation of the intrinsic indistinguishability betwee
different paths for the process to occur. Whenever paths
come distinguishable, the interference is destroyed, lead
to the superposition of probabilities instead of probabil
amplitudes. If the original interference is destructive, as w
the case here, the final probability can be increased. But
has a limit, since it is not possible to convert destructive in
constructive interference by these means.

It should be noticed that the points discussed throu
out this work occur irrespective of whether the detection
the idler photon in Sec. II and the phase-dependent meas
ment in Sec. III are actually carried out or not. The mod
cation of the system, which is responsible for its differe
dynamics, is previous to the final realization of the measu
ment, so the system has already changed irrespectiv
whether detectors are placed or not at the correspon
output beam.
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